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In this supplementary material, we describe in details the simulation procedures including all param-
eters, additional model fitting details, and additional simulation results for section 4.1 in the main
paper. We also describe the way of scoring each latent domains for the real data application in section
4.2 in the main paper.

A Simulation procedures and additional model fitting details

In this section, we describe the data generating mechanism in section 4.1 of the main paper. We
assumed there were three latent domains, and the observed outcomes consisted of nine discrete
items and five continuous items, with three discrete items taking values in {0, 1}, three taking
values in {0, 1, 2}, and three taking values in {0, 1, 2, 3}. Each latent domain Z0k was simulated
from Binomial(1, 0.5), and each discrete item Y0j was simulated with softmax transformation from
Z0, while continuous Y0j was simulated by a linear transformation of Z0. Two other baseline
features in X were simulated from N (0, 1), and treatment assignment A was simulated taking value
of 1 or −1 with equal probability. Next, each post-treatment latent outcome Z1k was simulated
based on P (Z1k = 1|Z0,X, A) = σ(θ0k + θT

1kZ0 + θT
2kX+ θ3kA+ θT

4kAZ0 + θT
5kAX), where

σ(x) = 1/(1 + e−x). Lastly, Y1, the observed outcome responses after treatment were simulated
based on Z1 and the same conditional distribution of Y0 given Z0. The simulation parameters were
given in Table A.1 and A.2.

In order to learn the three latent domains in the correct directions, we control the direction of the
estimated parameters for one item per latent domain. Specifically, since Y01, Y06, and Y07 were
simulated to be positively correlated with the first, second and the third latent domain respectively;
we set the starting value of β11, β62, and β73 to some big positive values (0, 5), (0, 5, 10), and
(0, 5, 8, 10). This reflects the real-world situation when we had some prior clinical knowledge about
the direction of certain observed symptom items and potential latent domains before fitting the model.
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Table A.1: Simulation parameters for the conditional distributions of observed items Y0j given
latent domains Z0 (same for Y1j given Z1). Y0j is discrete for j = 1, ..., 9 and is continuous for
j = 10, ..., 14.

j αj βj1 βj2 βj3

1 (0, -1) (0, 3) (0, 1) (0, 2)
2 (0, -0.5) (0, 1) (0, -1) (0, 0)
3 (0, -1) (0, 0) (0, 0) (0, 0)
4 (0, -1, -1) (0, 1, 1) (0, -1, -2) (0, 0, 0)
5 (0, -0.5, -1) (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0)
6 (0, -1, -1) (0, 0, 1) (0, 2, 4) (0, 1, 2)
7 (0, 0.5, -0.5, -1) (0, 0, 1, 1.5) (0, 0, 0, 1) (0, 1, 2, 3)
8 (0, -0.5, -1, 0.5) (0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 2, 1, 0) (0, 1, -1, -2)
9 (0, 0.5, -1, -2) (0, 2, 0, -2) (0, 0, 0, 0) (0, 0, 0, -2)
10 1 1 2 1
11 2 1 2 2
12 0 0 -2 0
13 -1 -1 0 -1
14 -2 -2 -1 1

Table A.2: Simulation parameters for the conditional distributions of Z1 given Z0, X and A.

k θ0k θ1k θ2k θ3k θ4k θ5k

1 2 (1, 0, 0) (1, 0.5) -0.5 (1, -0.5, 0) (2, -1)
2 -1 (0.5, 1, 0.5) (0.5, -1) -0.5 (0, 3, -2) (-0.5, 2)
3 1 (0, 0, 2) (0, 0) 1 (-2, -1, 2) (1, 1)

B Additional Simulation Results

We present the simulation result for the accuracy of the fitted ITRs on the independent test set in Table
B.1 below, which corresponds to the Figure 3 in the paper. Our methods yields the highest accuracy
and the variance is among the smallest among all methods. This result indicates that our method
effectively denoises the mixed observed measurements and recovers the true underlying constructs.

Table B.1: Accuracy of the fitted optimal treatment on the test set from 100 simulations for training
sample size of 200, 500, 1000, and 2000

N Proposed CausalForest TARNet Deep-O Deep-Q Deep-A

200 Mean 0.78 0.71 0.62 0.71 0.73 0.55
Sd 0.06 0.07 0.06 0.05 0.05 0.08

500 Mean 0.83 0.77 0.64 0.77 0.77 0.57
Sd 0.04 0.04 0.08 0.03 0.03 0.06

1000 Mean 0.85 0.78 0.68 0.78 0.78 0.56
Sd 0.03 0.03 0.10 0.02 0.02 0.04

2000 Mean 0.88 0.79 0.69 0.78 0.77 0.57
Sd 0.02 0.02 0.10 0.02 0.02 0.04
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